Effect of arterial curvature on hemodynamics and mass transport.
Atherosclerotic lesions develop preferentially at certain sites in the human arterial system, such as the inner wall of curved segments and the outer wall of bifurcations. Local wall shear stress (WSS) and concentration of low density lipoprotein (LDL) have been identified as two important factors contributing to these lesions. To determine if a connection exists between arterial curvature and the formation of atherosclerosis. A set of 3-D vessel models with different bend angles was constructed. By comparing blood flow, WSS, and LDL aggregation, the influence of bend curvature on atherosclerotic lesions was assessed. Upon increasing arterial bending, low WSS regions were formed at the outer wall of the junction between straight and curved segments, as well as the inner wall of curved segments. However, high LDL concentrations only appeared at the inner wall of the bend region. A connection between secondary flow and LDL concentration was observed; high LDL concentration regions had stronger secondary flow. Higher water infiltration velocity could enhance LDL aggregation, while blood non-Newtonian properties, by easing secondary flow, diminished its aggregation. Under the same flow rate, a larger bend angle increased flow resistance, lowered WSS, and increased LDL surface concentrations, thus indicating an increased risk of atherosclerosis.